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16 MONTH FIELD TEST FOR GRAIN STORAGE SPOILAGE AND 
PRODUCT RETENTION IN A HOT AND HUMID TEXAS CLIMATE 

 
This report represents the results of an extensive and actual real-world test 
to determine if the 360 “Tunnel Series” multi patented venting system could 
effectively reduce grain spoilage over an extended period in 
environmentally hostile conditions. It was to be a “worst case scenario” to 
show what the limits of our products capabilities were. We told John from 
the beginning that we believed this was pushing the limits of what we 
thought our product would be capable of (since feed and grain are moisture 
laden products to begin with) and we would like to have results 
documented whether good or bad.   
 
In the interest of full disclosure: 
 
All text in this report is unredacted and in John’s own words (even a final 
email).   There may be some slight errors in grammar or spelling, but we 
feel it is important to print everything as received and not twist words to 
influence results.  
 
John also paid the going rate for his vents as any normal retail customer 
would.  He has not been paid for his reports but did them as a service to 
others who have similar problems and are looking for realistic solutions. 
After going through the first 4 seasons and experiencing no grain loss and 
significant heat dissipation, we asked John to install our prototype solar fan 
system to see if it might make a difference in heat dissipation. Results into 
the second year of testing showed that grain loss was still zero and 
unaffected, and heat and humidity remained at acceptable levels and were 
relatively the same with or without fan power.   
 
Accompanying documents show the entire data collected with emphasis on 
climate conditions such as time intervals, variations in daily heat and 
humidity and an overall synopsis of the conclusion. 
 
Prepared by: 
Bob Cravens 
President  - 360 Products North America Inc. 
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The following page represents our last emails regarding testing.  We felt all bases had 
been covered, grain loss had been contained, heat and humidity dissipation were more 
than acceptable, and we could conclude our experiment. 
 
We have copied the emails exactly as written and received and have changed no 
spelling or grammar. 
 
 
Sent: Tue, Aug 25, 2020 6:14 am 
Subject: Re: Test results complete 
 
Bob, 
 
This is great timing because I just used my last 1 ton sack of feed.  Here are the 
answers to your questions: 
 
> 1. Have you had any grain loss since these went on your container yet? 
 
Since using your venting system I have not suffered any feed loss!  This is a miracle 
because my losses were substantial prior to the installation of your systems. 
 
> 2. Did the fans make any significant difference that you can tail? 
 
This is hard to tell since the system was working well before.  I have to believe it has 
helped because it is moving so much air even with out the wind.  For example we have 
had 2 weeks here of extreme heat with very little wind.  It is great knowing that the 
system is pulling air through even without the wind. 
 
> 3. What would you say your average grain loss was before the vents went on? 
 
My container holds 18 tons of feed (18 one ton sacks).  Prior to the installation of your 
system when I would get the the back half of the sacks I was experiencing as much as 
30% loss.  This was caused by extreme heat and condensation falling from the 
roof.  Your system has virtually eliminated this condition. 
 
> 4. All of the data from you seems to point the temperatures and fume mitigation have 
been tolerable all the way through compared to what they were. 
 
Absolutely 100% correct.  Prior to the installation of your system the heat and noxious 
fumes inside the container was unbearable.  Just to go in and recover feed the doors 
had to be opened and vented out for some time before it was safe to go in.  Now I’m in 
and out even during the hottest days (100+) without issue. 
 
Bob, thank you again for a wonderful, affordable product that works!!! 
 
John 
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> On Aug 24, 2020, at 1:48 PM, Bob Cravens wrote: 
> 
> Good day John 
> 
> Beautiful weather here in Oregon this year and as always I’m sure gonna hate to see 
it end. Covid sure screwed things up but at least I enjoyed being home more than ever 
before. 
> 
> I wanted to thank you again for all the input you’ve given us through the past year and 
a half. It has made it so easy to help other people look at results from the field and not 
just our R&D results. 
> I just have a couple of questions when I do this report that I would like to be accurate 
on from your perspective. 
> 1. Have you had any grain loss since these went on your container yet? 
> 2. Did the fans make any significant difference that you can tail? 
> 3. What would you say your average grain loss was before the vents went on? 
> 4. All of the data from you seems to point the temperatures and fume mitigation have 
been tolerable all the way through compared to what they were. 
> 
> That’s about it. I just wanted to make sure I wasn’t putting information out there that 
wasn’t true to what you experienced. 
> 
> I will wait until I hear from you before I start this report. 
> 
> Bob 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
 


